ACROSS
1 Feeling funny eating lettuce sandwiches (7)
5 Man meeting island's legendary queen (6)
8 Cavalryman carrying Blackberry, say, for club artist (3,6)
9 Merits organ with metal back (5)
11 Fumble good line (5)
12 Pay regular fee to one who writes underwater? (9)
13 Shown proofs horse met disaster (8)
15 Elected government object before completion (6)
17 Drug an old curse on friend of Pooh (6)
19 Witch runs traveller over in coming back to Biblical city (8)
22 18 gallons reportedly did for her family (9)
23 Upset one large member (5)
24 African ready to put back contents of trench (5)
25 In French town, engineers block excessive anti-smoking measure (9)
26 Stones murdered Elton John's introductions on comeback (6)
27 Makes obscure fish finally come into being (7)

 DOWN
1 Doctor is taking a roll of material (9,4)
2 Better current politician cycling past (7)
3 We hear white horses eat (5)